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MESO AMERICAN !!!

Our inspiration comes from the the variations colors and prints of the textiles 
from the Meso American Culture. Multiple of shapes and colors were used to 
symbolize the many meanings of their beliefs. We chose to focus on the various of 
prints in their textiles because their prints shows their dedication and love for 
their culture. The people of Mexico believed that the sun could not move on its’ 
own. The gods themselves had to be sacrificed, and humans had to repay the debt 
with their own sacrifices in order to keep the sun moving. Also, Warriors, gods 
and humans fought to keep the sun moving. The sun symbolizes space and time 
which is connected with the calendar. 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DARK DELPHINIUM 
!

!
Delphinium, the summery flower that represents July. It’s name in latin means dolphin, for its’ similar pedal 
of a dolphin’s profile shape and/or its’ nectary. It is mostly found in Europe and comes in different 
shades from blue, pink, white to purple. As beautiful as it looks, be aware for it is quite toxic to human 
beings but more known for being  dangerous to cattle. Its’ toxic to human beings can lead to nausea, 
vomiting, abdominal pain, muscular spasms and if fatal, death can usually be due to respiratory collapse 
or cardiac arrest.  
!
Dark Delphinium, the name of my line is to represent the dark side of this delicate flower. My garment is 
represented through the colors and textures used. When the wind blows, the purple chiffon can be seen 
to flow like the pedals. But the faux leather is still strong enough to hold its’t shape together. The purple 
chiffon was chosen as my favorite color and also to indicate the toughness of my garment, since purple is 
known to represent royalty. Faux leather represents the darkness, the dangerous part of delphinium. 
The garment I chose to represent Dark Delphinium has the dimensions to symbolize the layers of a 
flower. It has seven layers, to indicate the seventh month for which is July and also my favorite number. 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